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A group G is called a Dedekind group if any subgroup of G is normal. 
All such groups were determined by Dcdekind in 1897; they are the Abelian 
groups and the direct products of a quaternion group of order 8 with a 
periodic Abelian group having no element of order 4. If G is not a Dedekind 
group we denote by R(G) the intersection of all subgroups of G which are 
not normal. Clearly a subgroup which is not normal contains a cyclic 
subgroup which is not normal; hence R(G) is a cyclic characteristic sub- 
group of G. Our aim is the determination of all finite groups G for which 
R(G) f 1. 
First we give an example of such a group. We say that group G of order 
a power of 2 is a (J-group if (1) G has an Abelian subgroup A of index 2, 
(2) rZ is not elementary Abelian, and (3) G is generated by A and X, x-lax = a-l 
for all a E A and x2 is an element of ,-I of order 2. For instance if iz is cyclic 
of order greater than 2, G is a quaternion group. Again we obtain the non- 
Abelian Dedekind groups of order a power of 2 by taking -4 to be the direct 
product of a cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary Abelian group and 
~2 to be the unique element of J which is a square. If G is a Q-group but 
not a Dedekind group, then R(G) is the group generated by x3, for any 
nonnormal cyclic subgroup of G is generated by xn for some a E J and 
(xa)” =- $(“y ~Iax) a _ 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group of ordeev a power of a prime p. Suppose 
that G is not a Dedekind group and that R(G) f 1. Then p = 2 and one of 
the follouirlg holds. 
(1) G is the direct product of a quutevnion gyoup of order 8, n cyclic group 
of order 4 and un elementary Abelinn group. 
(2) G is the direct product of two qunternion groups of order 8 and an 
elementary Abelian group. 
(3) G is a Q-group. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is the main content of this paper. Using it the 
determination of the remaining groups G for which A(G) # 1 is little more 
than an exercise on the basis theorem for Abelian groups. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that G is a finite group, that G is not of prime-power 
order, that G is not a Dedekind group and that R(G) f 1. Then one qf the 
following holds. 
(a) G has an Abelian subgroup A of exponent kp” where n 2: 1, p is prime, 
and (k, p) = 1. G/A is cyclic of order p’ and if Au generates G/A, u can be 
so chosen that uJ” has order p”. There exists an integer [ TX I (p”) such that 
xU =.~~forallxEA. 
(b) G is the direct product of an =Ibelian group of odd order and one of the 
groups described in (1) or (2) of Theorem I. 
(c) G has a subgroup H of the kind described in (a) with p = 2 and r := 1. 
H is of index 2 and if G is generated by H and t, t can be so chosen that ut = u-l, 
t2 = 8, and xt = xv for some 7 = -1(2”). 
(d) G has an Abelian subgroup A of index 2. G is generated by A and t 
where t” is an element of A of order 2. If x is an element of -4, xt = xc for 
some ( --e --I (2”). 
(e) G is the direct product of H, a quaternion group of order 8, and an 
elementary Abelian 2-group, where H is of odd order and is of the kind described 
in (a). 
Xotation. If X is a subset of a group G, gp {Xl denotes the subgroup 
generated by X. If X is a subset and A a subgroup of G, C,(X) is the cen- 
tralizer of X in A. If a, b are elements of a group, a” = a[a, b] =: b-lab. 
; G / denotes the order of the group G. H ,( G means that H is a subgroup 
of G; H -I G means that H < G but H # G. 
Proof of Theorem 1 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. 
(a) If H is not a Dedekind group, R(G) < R(H). 
(b) Zf H does not contain R(G), then H is a Dedekind group. 
(c) If R(G) # I, any element of G of order 2 is contained in the center of G. 
This is trivial. For (a) we observe that a nonnormal subgroup of H is 
a nonnormal subgroup of G and hence contains R(G). For (b), if H X R(G), 
then certainly R(H) 3 R(G) and th e result follows from (a). To prove (c) 
suppose that x is an element of order 2. If x E R(G), x generates a normal 
subgroup since R(G) is cyclic. If .x $ R(G), then gp ;,u; /. R(G), so .v gcncrates 
a normal subgroup by definition of I<((;). ‘Rcn (c) follows at onw since 
a normal subgroup of order 2 always lies in the center. 
\!‘c shall prow Theorem I I,!; discussing ;I numlvx of special cases first. 
LEhl3IA 2. I,et C be a group qf 0rile1. u pozwr <of the prime p. Suppose 
that al1 fhe proper subgroups of G ore . Iheliun, that G Zs nof (2 Dedekitld group, 
u?ld thnt K(L”) m,+ I . 77lerz p 2 rind G is Lgenerufed by .\: atld y e&h dejnirg 
relatiotls 
uy’ 7: 1, [2’, x] y, x4 ~: I. 
G is noncyclic and so G has more than one subgroup of index p. ‘I‘wo 
of these intersect in a subgroup Z of index pz; % is evidently the centre of G. 
Zf G =-~ gp {Z, s, t), then gp {s, t) is non-Abelian, and so G = gp (s, tj. 
Also [s, t] t % and so the derived group G’ is generated by [s, t]. Since 
sIi E %, .P (sy)’ (st)l’ --- (s[s, f])” .+[x, t]“. Hence [s, t]” == I and G’ 
is of order p. Since G is not a Dedekind group, G has a nonnormal cyclic 
subgroup j. Thus J !- G’ and so .[ n G’ -= 1. Hence R(G) n 6’ 1. 
Let a be an element of jof order p. If gp {cl) is not normal, then K(G) CC: gp;aJ, 
so R(G) = 1. Suppose gp (CZ) is normal: then a lies in the center of G since 
G is of prime-power o&r. I,et G’ gp {6}, iV gp [ab). ‘Thus .V is 
contained in the center of G, and since G’ N, G/h: is non-.%belian. If 
G/N has a nonnormal subgroup H,‘;\‘, then II & G’iV, so b $ I-I and (I & H. 
Hence II n j = 1 and R(G) I. Otherwise G;;\‘is a non-Abclian Dedckind 
group with two generators. l’hus p 2 and G/:17 is a quaternion group of 
order 8. Hence, since 1 CT 11: 1, 1 J I 4. Thus IG’ is Xbelian of order 8, 
and if G :-= gp [y, JG’j, J ~~ gp (.v}, then [s, JI] : ‘b. ‘I’hus (.xy)’ ~ .x?y’h == 
ay% -~ y%h. Since y” lies in the center of G, y” E gp {a, h). Rc may assume 
that yz 1 or y’ : 6. In the former case R(G) 1 by I,emma l(c). 
G gp {AZ, yj since gp ix, y) is non-.Abelian. 
It follo\vs at once that if G is a non-Xbelian p-group and [<(Cl’) II 1, 
then p ~mm 2. For suppose G is a minimal counteresample. By Lemma I(a) 
every proper subgroup of C is a Dedekind group. Since p is odd, every 
proper subgroup of G is Abelian. By I,emma 2, p -= 2, a contradiction. 
‘I’hroughout the rest of this section then we shall consider groups of order 
a power of 2. \Te shall make much WC of groups which are the direct product 
of a quaternion group of order 8, a cyclic group of order 4, and an elementary 
Abelian 2-group. Let us then denote the class of all such groups by- ///. 
Of course if G E “//, 1 R(G), 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose fhat G is a 2-group und that G has a maxim& suhg~ouP 
H t W. If R(G) f 1, then either G E ?I/ or C is the direcf product of tzoo 
quaterniotl groups of order 8 avd an elementary -4helinra grol$b. 
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Suppose that H is the direct product of 0, C, and E, where Q is a quaternion 
group of order 8, C is cyclic of order 4, and R is elementary Abelian. 
We write 0 : gp {.v, yj and C = gp {cj. Thus ~4 =: y-t m= c4 Mom 1 and 
,y* y’ = [A!, y]. 
By Lemma l(a), R(G) = R(H) =: gp {A-“}. Hence none of C, gp {.L’), 
gp {?:I contains R(G); thus C, gp (x), and gp (y) are all normal. Hence 0 
is normal and the elements of G induce automorphisms of Q of the form 
,x , .y : ’ , y --f y+l. At most 4 automorphisms are thus induced, and so 
(G : Z) .< 4, where Z is the centralizer of 0 in G. Since Z n 0 is the centre 
of <I, (0 : Q n 2) = 4. Hence QZ = G. Thus there exists an element a of Z 
not in H. We have a* E Z n 1f = gp {?, c, E} and so aA F gp {c’]. \l:e may 
assume that every element of order 2 lies in H, since otherwise by Lemma l(c) 
G is the direct product of H and a cyclic group of order 2, so that GE L%d. 
Now [x, y] = K~ cannot then be a power of xn, for it is easy to verify 
that this would imply u? = 1. Hence gp {XU} is not normal. Therefore 
gp :,vu; , R(G) and XV = (~a)‘)“~ for some odd integer ~1. Hcncc a’“’ : 1, 
Us _m I, and & = c’). Thus gp {a> $ R(G) and so gp {a) is normal. ‘Thus 
[(I, l;] is a power of (I’). But [u, c] ;A 1 since otherwise (ar ‘):: m= I and this 
has been excluded above. Hence [a, c] n” = c2 and gp {n, c) is a quaternion 
group of order 8. G is therefore the direct product of Q, gp {n, c}, and I?‘, 
as required. 
T,EMSIA 4. Suppose that the group G is of ovder a power of 2, G is not a 
Dedekind poup and R(G) --. 1. If th eye is an elerner~t of order 4 in tke center 
of G, G E ?/. 
This is proved by induction on G !. Let z be an element of order 4 in 
the center of G. First suppose that there is a non-.Ybelian subgroup M of 
index 2 containing z. Then the center of &’ has an element of order 4, so M 
is not a Dcdckind group. Hence bv Lemma I (a), R(M) __I 1. By the inductive 
hypothesis 111 E -i/. By I.emma 3’either G E ?/ or G is the direct product of 
two quaternion groups of order 8 and an elementary Abelian group. This 
last case is however not possible, since the center of such a group is elementary 
Abehan. 
\\.e may therefore suppose that every maximal subgroup containing u” is 
Xbelian. \Ve prove that G is generated by NI and a quaternion group of 
or&r 8. Let z-Z bc a non-Abelian subgroup of G of the smallest possible 
order; thus every proper subgroup of A is Abclian. Since every proper 
subgroup of G containing z is Abelian, gp {=I, z} == G. If A is not a Dedekind 
group, then R(Ad) . 1 by Lemma l(a). Hence by Lemma 2, A is generated 
by v and y with defining relations .P? = y4 = 1 and [y, X] = y2; hence 
R(G) : R(.3) = gp {x’). But [yz, X] -=-= y” $ gp {yz}, so gp {ye} is not normal 
and X? =- y”x2. Hence gp {X lz, yj is a quaternion group of order 8 which 
together with z generates G. And if d is a Dedekind group then .-I is a 
quaternion group of order 8 since every proper subgroup of A is Abelian. 
Suppose then that G = gp (Q, z], (i, gp {u, 6) and 
a’) _ 0’ : [a, 61, (14 ~~ I. 
Since za ’ does not lie in the center of G, the order of za 1 is greater than 2, 
that is, z2 f a”. Hence 2 does not lit in the center of 0. Ilencc zzy does 
not lie in 0. Hence G is the direct product of 9 and gp {ZI, and G E #. 
We now prove Theorem I. Thus suppose that G is of order a power of 2. 
that G is not a Dedekind group, and that K(G) :/’ I. R-e prove first that 
G has a cyclic normal subgroup of order 4. Suppose that this is not the cast. 
Let 7’ be the set of elements of G of order at most 2. By Lemma I(c), 7’ is 
contained in the center of G. Let ,\;/7’ be a normal subgroup of G/T of 
order 2 and let hT = gp (7’, ~1. Then XI is an element of 7’ and s‘? :I- 1. 
By assumption gp {x} is not normal, so R(G) = gp {~a$. Let CL be a subgroup 
of T such that T is the direct product of R(G) and CT. JVe show that 2’; l- 
is the only subgroup of G/I! of order 2. For if QJ is an element of G! I 
of order 2 and y $ T, then y’ $ R(G), so gp jy} is normal, contrary to assump- 
tion. .Uso since C’ is contained in the center and G is non-Abelian, G/C’ is 
not cyclic. Hence Gil; is a quatcrnion group of order 2” for some II 3. 
If ?I 3, G/U has a cyclic normal subgroup I.,‘[.’ of order 8; then I- is 
Abelian and the squares-of the elements of I- form a cyclic normal subgroup 
of order at lcast 4. Thus G/c. is a quaternion group of order 8. If v(: is 
any element of G/C of order 4, then again gp {z, r.;] is normal and Abelian. 
so that r? generates a normal subgroup. Hence zjl = 1 and since gp {a) is 
not normal, 71’) _ .x2. Hence G gp (I:, u, h} where u1 = 1, nz h2 (all)‘. 
Therefore [lb := u I and gp .,a, I 1 is normal. Thus G has a cyclic normal 
subgroup X of order 4. 
On account of Lemma 4 we may assume that the center of C contains no 
element of order 4. Thus the centralizer c’ of iL’ is a proper subgroup of G, 
in fact (G : C) 2. Suppose that C is non-Abelian. Since the center of C’ 
contains an element of order 4, C is not a Dedckind group. ‘I’hus by 
Lcmrna l(a), R(C) # 1 and by L emma 4, C E W. The required result now 
follows from Lemma 3. We therefore suppose now that C is Abelian. If .I 
is any element not in C, then x2 E C, so the centralizer of sz contains 
gp -(C, X) z G. Since the center of G contains no element of order 4, 9 = 1. 
If X? = 1, then by Lemma l(c) G is the direct product of C‘ and gp Isi. 
But then G is Abelian, contrary to our assumption. I-lcnce any elemrnt 
which does not lie in C has order 4. 
Suppose next that there is a cyclic normal subgroup gp {n) not contained 
in C. If A?T = gp (61, then 1 # [a, b] E gp {a} n gp {b]. Hence [a, b] = a2 = h’ 
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and Q -= gp {a, b} is a quaternion group of order 8. If 2 is the centralizer 
of a in C, then (C : 2) = 2 and Z is the center of G. Thus 2 is elementary 
Abelian. Since (G : Z) = 4 < (Q : Q n 2) m= (QZ : Z), we have G = QZ. 
Thus G is a Dedekind group, contrary to hypothesis. 
No element outside C, then, generates a normal subgroup. Hence the 
square of any such element is the element of R(G) of order 2. Hence if 
n $k C’, (cm)” -= ~3 for any element x of C, and amixa := .X i. Thus G is a 
Q-group. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Assuming now that G is a group which is neither of prime-power order 
nor a Dedekind group but that K(G) ;y 1, let p be a prime divisor of K(G)!. 
By definition of R(G), any subgroup of order prime to p is normal. The 
Sylow q-subgroups for q # p therefore generate a normal p-complement 
X of G. By Lemma 1 AV is a Dedckind group. 
Since G is not a Dedekind group, G has a subgroup H which is not normal. 
I-I n :V is a normal p-complement of f1 and is normal in G. Thus H has 
a Sylow p-subgroup P which is not normal in G. If 5’ is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G containing P, either S is a Dedekind group and is not normal in G, 
or S is not a Dedekind group and R(S) b I, by Lemma 1. 
il’c now distinguish various cases according to the structure of S and X. 
I. Suppose S and I\~ are both Abelian. Since S is not normal, .\’ will 
contain elements which do not commute with every element of S. For 
any such element x of :Lr, we have C,(.X) -:. S. We shall consider such an 
element s of prime-power order. Then the Sylow p-subgroup of the group 
of automorphisms of gp (x) is cyclic. Since gp {x) is normal, S/C,(x) is 
cyclic, say of order p T(s). Suppose S = gp {C,(x), a) and that a is of orderplR. 
LVl:e shall make considerable use of the fact that if y is any element of S 
not lying in Cs(s), then [y, X] is not a power of y, so gp {y> is not normal 
and R(G) < gp {y}; indeed R(G) < gp (~“1. since R(G) is normal. In parti- 
cular we see by taking y = a~~‘(“)-~ that R(G) < gp {a~““‘}. Hence nz _. T(X) 
an d a,,“‘-1 lies in R(G). 
IYe prove next that the exponent of C,(X) is p’“pr(“‘. If this is not so, 
Cs(.y) contains an element b of order p?n-r(s)+l, for a~‘(” is an element of 
C,(s) of order pmmrcz). By the basis theorem for Abelian groups gp {a, 6) 
is the direct product of gp {u} and gp {c} for some element c = aW. If 
c $ C,(X), then R(G) < gp {c} by the above remark and aPmm-’ E gp {c}, 
contrary to the properties of direct products. Hence c E C,(X), so ui E C,(X) 
and A -= O(p”“)). Also p is prime to p, so CJ'~~"") = blipm-'(rl # 1. But 
up7'1' -' c $ C,(X), so R(G) < gp {aP7’2’c21}, from above. Hence a~“-~ = a’@)@‘v 
for some V, and by the properties of direct products, P = 1. Hence 
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2 ()(p”‘- r(s)), n-hence &- = I, a contradiction. The assertion is thcre- 
ore proved. Thus the exponent of 5’ is p”‘, and 1~ is independent of .v and (1. 
For i 0, I, . . . . nz, denote by I:‘, the set of elements of 5’ of order at 
most p”. \I’e pro\-e next that C,(s) I!‘,,, , ,,, ). 1l:c have just shown that 
C,(~X) & /&I.(X.). _ Yaw S is the direct product of gp {u] and some group S, ( 
since the order of a is the cxponcnt of $5’. ‘I‘hus S, n g:p ini i ( so d’)” ml “; s, , 
K(G) -: S, , S, is normalin Gand [S, , .\‘] I. Thus .Y, .-I- (‘,5(~~) s< fi,,, ,r/ I’)( 
so I!‘,,i+r(J) gp {S, , N”‘~‘-ri”) ,‘. (’ ,J.\), yicldiiig tlic. required result. 
Now choose an clement y of‘ .I’ of prime-pour ortlcr ~0 that I 4v) 
is as large as possible, and let B I:‘,,, ~,. ‘1’11~s /:’ I:‘,,, ,,,.) for a11 relevant .v, 
and so B ..< (Js(iV). But C’,F(.\~7) (‘,,(Jl) E, so i:’ c’s(LY). ,Also 
S gp {f?, u), where u is of order p I” and ui:’ is of order p’. I,et .-I denote 
the Abelian group E:V. For each 5ivlow sul)group Q of .-! choose an elcmcnt 
3 of maximal order, and write z7‘ 2:. If f E 0 and gp (f] n gp iz) 1, 
then P =y f’ as is seen from the fact that P, (tz)” are powers of f. tz respect- 
iv&. Hence we can write 
for all TV fz 0. If c is an integer such that E to (1 ,O 1) for all Q, then in 
particular c I (p”‘. “) since S is Ahelian. G thus has the structure described 
in ‘I’heorcm 2(a) and R(G) 13 gp {a)‘” ‘1. 
2. Suppose S is non-Abelian. Since tither >; is a Dedekind group or 
K(S) . I, it follows from Theorem 1 that p : 2, and S has one of the 
three possible structures described in Theorem I. In the first two cases S 
is generated by certain subgroups, none of which contains H(S) _ R(G). 
These subgroups are therefore all normal, S is normal, and G has the structure 
described in Theorem 2(b). We assume then that 5’ is a Q-group (possibly 
a Dcdekind group). ‘I’hen ,S has an Abelian subgroup C of index 2 and by 
I,emma 1 either C’S is Abelian or R( C-V) .> 1. Of course ;V, being a Dedekind 
group of odd order, is Abelian. 
Suppose first that K(CN) .- 1. Then II -: C;\; is a group of the kind 
described in the first case, that is, in Theorem 2(a) with p = 2. Thus if .4 
is the centralizer of N in N, N, :1’, and Ld are normal in G; also there is 
an clement u of S of order 2”” such that H = gp {u, il} and X” := .v” for 
all x E i-l and a fixed integer 6. If S m= gp {C, tj, then U( = 2~~~ since 5’ is 
a Q-group. If S is a Dedekind group, then m = 2 and t’ = u“. The fact 
that f* .~ zl’)‘- I in general follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that vvhen S 
is not a Dedekind group, X(S) -= gp {P} and X(CN) > gp {z?~-‘}. ‘Irans- 
forming the equation xU = x6 by t shows that ~2 E C,(A’) =-= .I; hence 
Y = 1. Every cyclic subgroup of A is normal, and so there is an 7 x ~ l(2”‘) 
such that .T( ~~ .*“I for all s t i3. Thus G is as described in Theorem 2(c). 
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If CN is Abelian, G is clearly as described in Theorem 2(d); the auto- 
morphism of N induced by t is seen from the first case applied to gp {t, N). 
3. In the remaining case S is Abelian and N is non-Abelian. Since hr is 
a Dedekind group, / N! is even and p is odd. The Sylow 2-subgroup 7 
of G is thus a normal non-Abelian Dedekind group. If U is a 2-complement 
containing S, then U centralizes T. For if x E T, gp {x) is normal since 
gp {x) b R(G). Also the automorphism group of a cyclic 2-group is a 
2-group. Hence the only automorphism which U induces on gp {x} is the 
identity, and the assertion is proved. G is thus the direct product of (i and T. 
Since G is not a Dedekind group, neither is L;; hence K(E) .-I 1 and U 
is of the kind described in (a). Theorem 2 is thus completely proved. 
